Scenario A

The dominant modality for delivery of the Libraries' resources and services is via the network
- All physical collections are off-site and delivered on demand to clients
- Public, on-campus library spaces are focused on collaborative and private work spaces, instruction, specialized lab/consulting/media support, and partnering with other service providers, e.g. Writing Program, DUE Office of Undergraduate Advising and Academic Programming

What organizing principles would influence this design?
A principle is a comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption.

What would be needed to enable the Libraries to deliver primarily in an electronic mode?

What would be needed to enable the Libraries to collaborate with others to bring about the transformation?

How might staff be organized to support this model?
Scenario B

Functional service model that builds on the affinities and high-level alignments needed among work groups that will enable efficient processes for content and service delivery in a consolidated design
- All on-campus physical collections located in Hayden Library, capped at a maximum of 750K volumes
- Organizational focus on broader core functions that insures sufficient aggregation of staff while also providing flexibility and agility

What organizing principles would influence this design?
A principle is a comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption.

What would the main functional service areas be in this organizational model?

How would you bring staff from different areas together in this model?
Scenario C

Libraries are organized around specific market segments, e.g. faculty, undergraduates, graduate students, postdocs/researchers, and administration
- Public, on-campus library spaces are reduced to a subset of the spaces currently occupied
- Collaboration with other partners is increased in collections, access, instruction, and reference

What organizing principles would influence this design?
A principle is a comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption.

How would the Libraries collaborate to bring about this transformation?

How might staff be organized to support this model?